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Lots of charmonium-like structures have been observed in the last two decades. Most of them have
quantum numbers that can be formed by a pair of charm and anticharm quarks, thus it is difficult to
unambiguously identify the exotic ones among them. In this Letter, by exploiting heavy quark spin
symmetry, we present a robust prediction of the hadronic molecular scenario, where the ψð4230Þ, ψð4360Þ
and ψð4415Þ are identified as DD̄1, D�D̄1, and D�D̄�

2 bound states, respectively. We show that a flavor-
neutral charmonium-like exotic state with quantum numbers JPC ¼ 0−−, denoted as ψ0ð4360Þ, should exist
as aD�D̄1 bound state. The mass and width of the ψ0ð4360Þ are predicted to be ð4366� 18Þ MeV and less
than 10 MeV, respectively. The ψ0ð4360Þ is significant in two folds: no 0−− hadron has been observed so
far, and a study of this state will enlighten the understanding of the mysterious vector mesons between 4.2
and 4.5 GeV, as well as the nature of previously observed exotic Zc and Pc states. We propose that such an
exotic state can be searched for in eþe− → ηψ0ð4360Þ and uniquely identified by measuring the angular
distribution of the outgoing η meson.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.102002

Introduction.—The study on exotic states beyond the
conventional quark model [1,2], where mesons and baryons
are composed of a pair of quark-antiquark (qq̄) and three
quarks (qqq), has been a focus of hadron physics in the last
two decades. Quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the
underlying theory that guides the formation of hadrons
from quarks and gluons, does not forbid the existence of
exotic configurations, such as multiquark states (with more
than 3 valence (anti)quarks), hybrid states (with gluonic
excitations in addition to the valence quarks), glueballs
(only gluons), and so on. Many candidates of such exotic
states have been observed in experiments, see Refs. [3–16]
for recent reviews on the experimental and theoretical
status of exotic states. However, fundamental questions still
remain unanswered, such as whether there is a dominant
configuration for the excited hadrons and what that
configuration (if any) should be.
Among the exotic states, those with exotic JPC are of

special interests since they cannot be ordinary qq̄ mesons,
such as 0−−, 0þ−, 1−þ and so on. Although dozens of exotic
candidates have been observed in experiments, only a few
of them have exotic JPC, including π1ð1400Þ, π1ð1600Þ
[17] and the most recently observed η1ð1855Þ [18,19], all of

which lie in the light quark sector and have JPC ¼ 1−þ. Up
to now, no signal of 0−− states occurs although many
theoretical investigations predict the existence of such
states as compact tetraquark states [20–24], hybrid states
[25–30], glueballs [31–34], or a D�D̄�

0 hadronic molecule
[35]. One should notice that the above predictions may
have large uncertainties and some of them are still con-
troversial, even problematic. For example, the QCD sum
rules concluded that no 0−− tetraquark state exists below
2 GeV [36,37]; the D�

0 is too wide to form a bound state
[38,39] and its mass listed in the Review of Particle Physics
(RPP) [40] is too high (see Ref. [41] and references
therein).
Hadronic molecules, as analogs of light nuclei, are

composite systems of a few hadrons. Being close to the
thresholds of their components, they can be studied using
nonrelativistic effective field theory. They can be distin-
guished from other exotic configurations by investigating
long-distance processes involving the constituents [7] and
exploiting approximate symmetries of QCD such as heavy
quark spin symmetry (HQSS) [23]. Most of the exper-
imental candidates of exotic states with small widths are
found to be possible hadronic molecules, such as the
χc1ð3872Þ [42], the Zcð3900Þ� [43–45], the Pc states
[46] and the Tþ

cc [47,48], see Refs. [7,16,49,50] for reviews
and general discussions. Besides, the ψð4230Þ, ψð4360Þ,
and ψð4415Þ are good candidates of hadronic molecules
of 1−− DD̄1, D�D̄1, and D�D̄�

2, respectively [23,51–55]
[throughout this Letter, the D1 refers to the narrow
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D1ð2420Þ listed in the RPP [40], and DD̄1 means a linear
combination of DD̄1 and their antiparticles with certain C
parity and similar for others], especially after noticing the
remarkable feature that

mψð4360Þ −mψð4230Þ ≈mD� −mD; ð1Þ

mψð4415Þ −mψð4360Þ ≈mD�
2
−mD1

; ð2Þ

which is a natural consequence of HQSS where the low
energy interaction between hadrons is independent of the
spins of heavy quarks. In fact, the interactions in these
channels are the most attractive ones among all the narrow
charm-(anti)charm meson pairs from exchanging the light
vector mesons [49,56], and thus these states could be the
deepest bound hadronic molecules in the hidden-charm and
double-charm meson-meson sectors.
In the heavy quark limit of mc → ∞, D, and D� belong

to the same spin multipletH with the angular momentum of
the light degrees of freedom sl ¼ 1=2, and D1, D�

2 belong
to the multiplet T with sl ¼ 3=2. Heavy quark spin partners
of the ψð4230Þ have been estimated using a constant
interaction from the vector-meson dominance model in
the exploratory study of Ref. [49], among which there are
four isoscalar states with exotic quantum numbers: a 0−−

D�D̄1 molecule (denoted as ψ0) around 4.4 GeV, and three
1−þ DD̄1, D�D̄1, and D�D̄�

2 molecules (denoted as ηc1)
from about 4.3 to 4.5 GeV. They can be searched for in
hadron and eþe− collisions. In eþe− collisions below
5 GeV, within the current reach of the BESIII experiment,
the 1−þ can be produced through eþe− → γηc1, while the
ψ0 can be produced in reactions with hadronic final states
eþe− → ηψ0. Therefore, it is timely to carefully investigate
the ψ0, which does not mix with ordinary charmonia and
provides a unique portal to understand the vector states in
the energy region between 4.2 and 4.5 GeV. In this Letter,
we show that the existence of the explicitly exotic ψ0

is robust in the molecular picture of the vector states
ψð4230Þ, ψð4360Þ, and ψð4415Þ, and it can be searched
for in electron-positron collisions with an unambiguous
signature.
Framework.—The flavor wave functions of the ψð4230Þ,

ψð4360Þ, and ψð4415Þ as 1−− molecules, and ψ0 as a 0−−

molecule are listed in Table I, where we have adopted the
following charge conjugation conventions,

CjDi ¼ jD̄i; CjD�i ¼ −jD̄�i;
CjD1i ¼ jD̄1i; CjD�

2i ¼ −jD̄�
2i: ð3Þ

In the near-threshold energy region, the interactions
between charmed mesons can be described with a non-
relativistic effective field theory, and at leading order there
are four independent constant contact terms for the S-wave
interactions between the H and T multiplets (for each
possible isospin) [7]. In the lack of data to fix these contact

terms, their values may be estimated with the resonance
saturation model by considering the exchange of light
mesons [57,58].
In the following we first focus on the t-channel

exchanges and then discuss the u-channel pion-exchange
corrections (the contribution of the u-channel exchanges of
other mesons are much weaker than the t-channel ones
[49,59]). We consider the exchange of light vector (V)
and pseudoscalar (P) mesons by keeping the momen-
tum dependence in the Yukawa potentials, which can be
regarded as a way of resumming part of higher order
contributions in the momentum expansion.
The three meson-meson 1−− channels listed in the

second column of Table I can couple with one another,
and the scattering amplitude by the t-channel V and P
exchanges can be expressed as

Mij ¼
AV
ij

q2 þm2
V
þ AP

ij

q2 þm2
P
þ cVBV

ij þ cPBP
ij; ð4Þ

where q is the transferred 3-momentum and i, j ¼ 1, 2, 3
denote channels. They are derived using Lagrangians
satisfying HQSS, SU (3) flavor symmetry, and chiral
symmetry (and hidden local symmetry for light vectors),
constructed in Refs. [60–65] and collected in Ref. [49].
The coefficients AV;P

ij , BV;P
ij can be expressed in terms of

coupling constants with phenomenologically known values
[66–69], see the Supplemental Material [70]. The first two
terms of the amplitude correspond to Yukawa potentials
contributing to the long and midrange interaction, while the
last two are short-range constant contact terms. It turns out
that the t- and u-channel exchanges of V and P mesons
produce four different contact terms; the number matches
that of the leading order terms from HQSS analysis [7]
mentioned above. Since the contact terms produce ultra-
violet (UV) divergence in the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation (LSE), they receive scale dependence from
renormalization. Therefore, we have introduced two
scale-dependent factors cVðΛÞ and cPðΛÞ to the constant

TABLE I. Hadronic molecules considered in this Letter and
their possible experimental candidates. The binding energies
EB ≡m1 þm2 −M, where M and m1;2 are the masses of the
hadronic molecule and its constituents, respectively, of the 1−−

states are obtained by the experimental masses of their candidates
and that of the ψ0 is the prediction in this Letter. The values of the
thresholds and EB are in units of MeV.

Molecule Components JPC Threshold EB

ψð4230Þ ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p ÞðDD̄1 − D̄D1Þ 1−− 4287 67� 15

ψð4360Þ ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p ÞðD�D̄1 − D̄�D1Þ 1−− 4429 62� 14

ψð4415Þ ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p ÞðD�D̄�
2 − D̄�D�

2Þ 1−− 4472 49� 4

ψ0 ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p ÞðD�D̄1 þ D̄�D1Þ 0−− 4429 63� 18
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terms in Eq. (4) serving as counterterms (the constant terms
from the u-channel exchanges produce another two).
The nonrelativistic potential in momentum space reads

Vij ¼ −
1

Π4
α¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mα

p Mij; ð5Þ

with mα the mass of the initial or final particles. The
potential for the 0−− system is similar with the 1−− channels
with different coefficients AV;P

0 , BV;P
0 (also shown in the

Supplemental Material [70]) and the same parameters cV
and cP due to HQSS.
Bound states are obtained by solving the LSE,

TijðE;k0;kÞ ¼ Vijðk0;kÞ

þ
X
n

Z
d3l

ð2πÞ3
V inðk0; lÞTnjðE; l;kÞ

E− l2=ð2μnÞ−Δn1þ iϵ
; ð6Þ

where k and k0 are the three-momenta of the initial and final
states in the center-of-mass (c.m.) frame, μn is the reduced
mass of the nth channel, E is the energy relative to
threshold of the first channel and Δn1 is the difference
between the nth threshold and the first one. A Gaussian
form factor is introduced to regularize the UV divergence,

Vijðk0; kÞ → Vijðk0; kÞe−q2=Λ2

; ð7Þ

with q ¼ k − k0 and Λ the cutoff.
The parameters cVðΛÞ and cPðΛÞ at a given Λ are

determined by reproducing the binding energies of the three
1−− molecular candidates, i.e., by minimizing the χ2

function defined as

χ2 ¼
X
i

�
EB;ii − Ecen

exp;ii

Eerr
exp;ii

�
2

; ð8Þ

where EB;ii is the calculated binding energy of the ith
channel bound state depending on cVðΛÞ and cPðΛÞ, and
Ecen;err
exp;ii is the corresponding experimental central value and

error, as shown in the last column in Table I.
t-channel results.—Let us first focus on the single-

channel case by turning off the off-diagonal elements of
the potential matrix Vij. By minimizing the χ2 in Eq. (8) for
a given Λ, which is chosen in the phenomenologically
reasonable range of 0.8–1.5 GeV, we obtain the results
shown in the left plot of Fig. 1. It is clear that when
Λ ≈ 1.2 GeV, we can find suitable cV ¼ 0.50, cP ¼ 0.18
reproducing the experimental central values and the cor-
responding binding energy of ψ0 is ð72.4� 17.4Þ MeV,
where the error is estimated by setting χ2 ¼ 1 for
Λ ¼ 1.2 GeV.
Coupled-channel effects.—After turning on the off-

diagonal Vij, the poles corresponding to the ψð4360Þ
and ψð4415Þ will move to the complex plane on the

unphysical Riemann sheets (RSs) due to the opening of
the lower D1D̄ channel. However, it turns out that the
coupled-channel effects are negligible and the pole loca-
tions are very close to the real axis (the imaginary part at
Λ ¼ 1.2 GeV is less than 1 MeV). We take the real parts of
the complex pole locations as the corresponding binding
energies (up to a sign) and the results are shown in the right
plot of Fig. 1. The best solution is still located at Λ ≈
1.2 GeV and the predicted binding energy of ψ0ð4360Þ is
72.4 MeV. The difference from the single-channel result,
∼0.1 MeV, is much less than the estimated uncertainty
from the experimental errors, see the Supplemental
Material [70] for more comparisons. Therefore, we con-
clude that the coupled-channel effects are negligible.
u-channel pion exchange and three-body effects.—

Although the contribution from the u-channel exchange
is usually small, the u-channel exchanged pion can go on-
shell in the current case, which means that it contributes to
the longest-range interaction and the intermediate three-
body channel will introduce additional cuts to the scatte-
ring amplitude and result in nonzero decay widths of
the predicted molecules. Thus, we take the D�D̄1 single
channel as an example to carefully investigate such three-
body effects to the pole positions.
It is known that for the D1ð2420Þ, although dominated

by an sl ¼ 3=2 state, the S-wave contribution to the decay
width of D1 → D�π is sizable [61,71]. The S-wave and
D-wave coupling constants forD1D�π are determined to be
jgSj ¼ 2.0 GeV−1 and jgDj ¼ 4.9 GeV−2 from the decay
widths of D1 and D�

2. The D-wave D1D�π coupling would
lead to new UV divergence in the u-channel pion exchange
and calls for more counterterms. To avoid this issue, we
consider only the S-wave coupling with two different
values of gS: gS0 ¼ 2.0 GeV−1 as given above and gS1 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
31=12

p
gS0 to mimic the total width of D1. As the D-wave

vertex is of higher order in the momentum expansion than
the S-wave one, the real u-channel pion-exchange contri-
bution should live between these two extreme cases.
The D�D̄�π three-body channel enters the problem in

two aspects [72–74], as illustrated by the two kinds of cuts
(C1 and C2) in Fig. 2, which should be properly treated

FIG. 1. The minimized χ2 as a function of Λ and the
corresponding cV;PðΛÞ for the single-channel (left) and
coupled-channel (right) cases.
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when searching for poles on the unphysical RS. The details
can be found in the Supplemental Material [70] and here we
only show the final results, as listed in Table II. We find that
the D1 self-energy gives the molecule a width smaller than
that of D1 and has little influence on the binding energy,
and the u-channel pion exchange has influence on both the
real and imaginary parts of the pole position: the imaginary
parts from the above two contributions interfere construc-
tively for the ψð4360Þ and destructively for the ψ0; the
binding energies change by ≲10 MeV, within the errors of
the t-channel results. As discussed above, the real three-
body effects should live between those of gS ¼ gS0 and gS1
since the D-wave coupling is of higher order in the
derivative expansion than the S-wave one. Thus, we
conclude that the ψ0 has a mass of ð4366� 18Þ MeV,
where the central value is obtained by averaging the results
of ψ0 with gS ¼ gS0 and gS1 and the uncertainty sums in
quadrature half their difference and the one from the
t-channel fitting (that in the second row of Table II).
The existence of lower channels that are not considered

here can increase the widths, which are twice the absolute
values of the imaginary parts of the poles listed in Table II.
In particular, the S-wave J=ψðψ 0Þππ and P-wave Dð�ÞD̄ð�Þ
should be crucial to bring the width of the ψð4360Þ to
ð96� 7Þ MeV [40] measured by experiments [75–78]. On
the contrary, the ψ0 cannot decay into J=ψðψ 0Þπþπ−, DD̄
or D�D̄�, and its width should be significantly smaller than
that of the ψð4360Þ. An estimate of the decay width by
considering ψ0 → D�D̄1 → DD̄� through the V and P

exchanges leads to about ≲1 MeV, and the partial width
of the three-body decay mode ψ0 → D�D̄�π as given in
Table II lies in the range between 0.6 and 2.2 MeV.
Consequently, we expect the total width of the ψ0 to be
well below 10 MeV.
Experimental search.—The ψ0, with exotic quantum

numbers 0−−, cannot couple to cc̄. Thus, its production rate
in B decays through the weak process b → cc̄s should be
tiny, contrary to the particles like the χc1ð3872Þ which can
be produced through cc̄ via the s̄γμð1 − γ5Þbc̄γμð1 − γ5Þc
operators [79,80]. However, it can be searched for in
electron-positron collisions in final states such as DD̄�

and J=ψðψ 0Þη via the processes eþe− → ηð0Þψ0ð4360Þ with
the ηð0Þ and ψ0ð4360Þ in a Pwave. Although the production
of ηψ0ð4360Þ, whose threshold is about 4.9 GeV, at the
current BESIII experiment should be highly suppressed due
to the limited phase space and P-wave suppression, it is
promising at the upcoming BEPCII-U upgrade [81], which
has an energy reach up to 5.6 GeV and has a higher
luminosity than the current BEPCII, and at Belle-II [10].
Given that the eþe− → πþD0D�− cross section is as large
as about 0.4 nb at 4.6 GeV, and the integrated luminosity of
BESIII at 4.95 GeV is 0.16 fb−1 [82], there is a high chance
for the ψ0ð4360Þ to be found in the DD̄� final state of
eþe− → ηDD̄� at higher energies.
However, this process may always be accompanied by

eþe− → ηψð4360Þ. The decay channels of ψ0, such as
DD̄� and J=ψη, are also shared by the ψð4360Þ.
Furthermore, the masses of these two resonances are
similar. Therefore, we need to identify an observable that
is unique in distinguishing the ψ0 from the ψð4360Þ, and
the distribution of the angle between the outgoing η and the
eþe− beam in the laboratory frame, denoted as θ, fulfills the
requirement.
For eþe− → γ� → ηðp1Þψ0ðp2Þ and ηðp1Þψðp2Þ, the

amplitudes M0 and M1 have the following forms:

M0 ∝ ϵðγ�Þ · q; ð9Þ

M1 ∝ ϵαβγδϵ
αðγ�Þϵ�βðψÞPγqδ; ð10Þ

FIG. 2. An illustration of the three-body cuts (vertical dotted
lines) introduced by the simultaneous on-shellness of the inter-
mediate particles, with C1 for the u-channel pion exchange and
C2 for the D1 self-energy (decay width).

TABLE II. Pole positions relative to the D�D̄1 threshold in units of MeV with cV ¼ 0.50, cP ¼ 0.18 from the
single t-channel fitting. The real part corresponds to the mass relative to the D�D̄1 threshold, and the absolute value
of the imaginary part corresponds to half the width. The uncertainties of t-channel results are from minimizing the χ2

function in Eq. (8). “C2" means theD1 self-energy considered while the u-channel pion exchange not and “C1&C2”
means both contributions included.

System 1−− 0−−

t-channel −63.5� 13.8 −72.4� 17.4

gS gS0 gS1 gS0 gS1

C2 −61.5 − 3.5i −61.5 − 9.2i −70.0 − 3.5i −70.0 − 8.9i
C1&C2 −65.8 − 6.6i −73.1 − 14.2i −65.8 − 0.30i −59.4 − 1.1i
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where P ¼ p1 þ p2 and q ¼ p1 − p2. Because the inter-
mediate virtual photon γ� from eþe− annihilations at high
energy is transversely polarized, summing over the initial
and final polarizations leads to totally different angular
distributions for eþe− → ηψ and eþe− → ηψ0, as shown in
Fig. 3, and the ψ0 signal can be clearly distinguished from
that of the ψð4360Þ.
Conclusion and outlook.—The existence of a 0−− D�D̄1

bound state ψ0 is a natural consequence in the molecular
scenario of the ψð4230Þ, ψð4360Þ, and ψð4415Þ. Being
explicitly exotic, it does not mix with charmonium states.
We have shown that the existence of the ψ0 is robust against
coupled-channel and three-body pion-exchange effects.
The mass and width of the ψ0 are predicted to be ð4366�
18Þ MeV and≲10 MeV, respectively. We may denote such
a state as ψ0ð4360Þ.
It is promising to search for the ψ0ð4360Þ in eþe−

collisions through the process eþe− → ηψ0ð4360Þ. The
angular distribution provides an unambiguous signature to
distinguish the explicitly exotic ψ0ð4360Þ from states of
other possible quantum numbers, such as a vector state in
the same mass range. Moreover, the width of the ψ0ð4360Þ
is expected to be much smaller than that of the ψð4360Þ.
So far no 0−− meson has been observed. Being a robust

prediction of the hadronic molecular model, the ψ0ð4360Þ
will provide a unique opportunity to infer the internal
structure of the vector mesons in the mass range between
4.2 and 4.5 GeV, which has been a riddle since the
discovery of the ψð4260Þ [83]. Its possible observation
would also play a crucial role to establish the hadonic
molecular nature for Zc, Pc and many other exotic hadronic
states.
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